
Introduction

Advion Interchim ScientificTM has produced the SOLATION® ICP-MS - the ultimate instrument for multi-element analysis, 
providing high sensitivity measurement of trace elements from a wide range of matrices.  Designed for ease-of-use, 
with intuitive software, the SOLATION® ICP-MS is the ideal instrument for environmental, pharmaceutical, food safety, 

agricultural, cannabis, hemp, and clinical laboratories everywhere.

Increase Your Throughput, Decrease Your Workload

The thoughtfully designed SOLATION® ICP-MS puts the power of trace, multi-elemental analysis in your hands by 
simplifying and optimizing the typical ICP-MS workflow, inside and out. 

The SOLATION® ICP-MS offers a state of the art quadrupole deflector that ensures the analyzer and detector stay clean, 
and improves S/N by preventing neutrals and particles from entering the analyzer.
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Peristaltic pump
Integrated 4-channel, 
12-roller pump for maximum 
flexibility and ultra-low 
pulsation. 
Software controlled flow rate 
from low µL/min to 1 mL/
min.

Spray chamber
The cyclonic spray chamber with optional temperature 
control and dilution gas further reduces droplet size to 
ensure stable, efficient plasma.

Torch
One-piece, demountable torch with fast, one-step 
connection of argon and ignitor. Optional shield to prevent 
secondary discharge.

RF coil
Plasma generation with water cooled RF coil using industry 
standard 27 MHz variable frequency generator for rapid 
impedance matching and ultimate performance with 
challenging matrices.

Ion extraction cones
Triple-cone ion extraction. The third extraction cone, 
followed by an Einzel lens, are electrically controlled to 
maximize transmission of ions into the vacuum system.

Gate valve
Allows quick and easy 
maintenance and replacement 
of the cones whilst maintaining 
vacuum integrity.

90° Quadrupole deflector
Ensures that the analyzer and detector are not in line with the 
plasma beam, preventing neutrals and particles from entering 
the analyzer, improving S/N and preventing contamination.

Quadrupole Analyzer 
Unique high frequency mass filter design with 
the highest stability to simultaneously maximize 
transmission, resolution, and abundance sensitivity.

Octupole collision cell
Acts as an ion guide and a collision cell with He gas 
to provide Kinetic Energy Discrimination (KED) to 
remove interferences.

Dual function detectors 
Measures in both analog and pulse detection modes 
with seamless transmission between the two, to allow 
measurement of high and low levels in a single 
analysis with more than 9 orders of magnitude in 
linear dynamic range.
Pulse Detection: captures ions generating pulses 
shorter than 20 ns; accurate and linear to minimum 
dwell time of less than100 µs
Analog Detection: used for higher ion signals while 
deactivating pulse detection to extend detector 
lifetime.

Nebulizer
High efficiency nebulizer available in quartz for 
compatibility with the widest range of flow rates 
and sample composition.

Advanced, Intuitive Software for Speed and Ease of Use

The SOLATION® ICP-MS is delivered with a full suite of robust, intuitive software designed to provide answers with the 
fewest clicks, including: 

ICP-MS Express: Provides seamless workflow to configure and control the instrument with integrated control of peripherals, 
including: peristaltic pump, liquid autosampler and Rapid Sample Interface. The program offers an easy to use interface 
for system control, method development, sample entry and data acquisition. 
 
Quant Express: Simple user interface for batch processing of ICP-MS data for versatile quantitative analysis and easy 
creation of reports.

Data Express: Provides post-analysis data processing tools.

Advance your Applications with Multi-Elemental Analysis at 
your fingertips

Adding the SOLATION® ICP-MS to your lab opens up a world of possibilities for environmental, biomedical, food, 
agriculture and geological testing and research.

Food and Agriculture: Ensure the quality and safety of food and raw ingredients by relying on the power of ICP-MS for full 
elemental analysis. Ideal for meeting regulatory requirements for cannabis and hemp analysis in all legalized jurisdictions.

Environmental Analysis: Ensure Earth’s most precious resources remain viable with the help of ICP-MS technology. 
Determine purity of drinking water, well water, waste water and soils, and use the system as a tool to monitor industrial site 
remediation. 

Biomedical: Increase your throughput for toxicity and nutrition in biological matrices, including urine, serum, plasma, 
whole blood and tissue samples. Satisfy the allowable limits in pharmaceutical and clinical applications with a single 
instrument.  


